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Introduction 

The characteristics and policies of states have 

significant effects on migration in addition to 

economic, political, environmental, and 

demographic factors. As a sovereign entity, the 

modern state, as Max Weber puts forward, has a 

monopoly on the legitimate use of power over its 

territory.1 In terms of mobility and migration, 

one of the most important characteristics of 

sovereignty for the states is the ability to control 

who enters their territory.2 

The territory is central to the contemporary 

understanding of sovereignty and the 

Westphalian understanding of statehood 

considers borders as permanent barriers 

surrounding a country along with its territory. 

Moreover, these static borders play an important 

role in defining not only a state’s territory but 

also its nationhood and jurisdiction.3 

The main prediction of post-Westphalian 

literature, on the other hand, is that sovereignty 
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is declining and borders are becoming irrelevant. 

This view gained strength, especially after the 

fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.4 For instance, 

strategist Kenichi Ohmae saw a “borderless 

world” in the forming and alleged that the 

nation-state would be obsolete because of 

multinational corporations and imperatives of 

the global economy. According to Ohmae, it 

would cause “the free flow of information, 

money, goods and services, as well as the free 

migration of people and corporations.”5 

Similarly, Saskia Sassen stated that the global 

economy and human rights regime “reduce the 

autonomy of the state in immigration policy 

making.”6 

It is undeniable that globalization has resulted in 

an increase in the flow of goods and services, 

financial activities, and mobility of people.7 

Over the last 50 years, the estimated number of 

international migrants has increased from 84 

million people in 1970 up to 281 million in 

20208, constituting 3.6 percent of the world’s 

population.9 Nevertheless, not all sorts of 

mobility are desirable by the states. Unlike the 

mobility that boosts economy and trade, 

unauthorized migration and smuggling are 

considered undesirable.10 Besides, due to 

disasters, conflicts, civil wars, and persecution, 

an increasing number of asylum seekers and 

displaced people have been crossing 

international borders. At the end of 2021, for 

instance, there were 27.1 million refugees and 

4.6 million asylum seekers globally.11 

 In comparison with the mobility of capital, 

product, and services, the cross-border mobility 

of people raises security concerns and triggers 

social and political issues. Thus, the increased 

mobility of people has led to a greater emphasis 

on sovereignty and territoriality and heightened 

the importance of borders.12 Whereas the 

number of border fences or walls was fifteen 

when the Berlin Wall fell down, today their 

numbers have reached about seventy in the 

world.13 

 

  



  

A sovereign state will seek to have de facto 

control over the mobility across its borders and 

de jure power over the conditions under which 

entry is authorized or denied.14 Due to the 

importance of borders as defining feature for 

statehood, states deploy measures and 

infrastructure to secure their borders and manage 

cross-border movements. To this end, 

governments resort not only to physical barriers 

but also to mechanisms such as visa 

requirements, consulates, and airline officers. 

They also benefit from digital technologies and 

“smart borders.” They even need the 

engagement of third countries to control the 

mobility and security of their borders.15 

Following these developments, this paper aims 

to examine how the concept of the border has 

been transformed and discuss how states respond 

to the challenges posed by increased mobility.   
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1. Return of the Walls 

We witness that the construction of physical 

barriers in different forms on the borders has 

occupied the political agenda across the globe 

despite the narrative of a globalized world with 

disappearing borders or at least no walls. 

Conceptualized by Élisabeth Vallet and Charles-

Phillippe David, the "return of the wall" is best 

exemplified by Donald Trump's campaign 

speeches, promising the construction of a wall 

along the US–Mexico border.16 Since the 1990s, 

the installation of border barriers has increased 

and about half of the barriers that were erected 

after the 1950s were built between 2000 and 

2014. These barriers serve as not just lines of 

separation but “signs of symbolic power” as 

well.17 

Based on the "border infrastructure data" 

analyzing 630 land borders from 158 different 

states, Fabian Gülzau and Steffen Mau classify 

the architecture of borders into five groups: 

“‘no-man’s-land’ borders, landmark borders, 
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checkpoint borders, barrier borders, and fortified 

borders.”18 No-man's-land borders are 

frequently located in distant areas such as deserts 

or jungles and there is no government 

infrastructure to manage cross-border 

movements. Landmark borders have minimal 

governmental infrastructure because 

governments have decided to eliminate routine 

controls to increase cross-border flows of people 

and commodities. The Schengen Area, for 

example, is a free-movement zone established 

by the EU under the Schengen Agreement. 

Checkpoint borders are the most common kind 

of border control infrastructure, which helps 

states stop and control people at border crossing 

points. Barriers or fences at some crossing points 

are called barrier borders. Finally, fortified 

borders are installed as fences or walls along the 

borderline to prevent illegal mobility.19 

Gülzau and Mau point out that economic factors 

are significantly decisive in border designs. 

They assert that rich states prefer to construct 

“either open and weakly protected or closed and 

relatively fortified borders. This choice is clearly 

influenced by the wealth differential between a 

country and its neighbor.”20 In large economic 

differences between neighbors, affluent 

countries prefer fortified borders to safeguard 

their economic interests. Differences in political 

regimes are also influential in designing borders. 

Fortified borders are common in Asia and 

Europe. Having landmark borders, Europe’s 

“contradictory image – free movement and 

hardened borders – can be explained by the 

creation of the ‘borderless’ Schengen Area.”21 

Lastly, no-man's-land borders are usually found 

around poor countries in Sahel, South America, 

Central Africa, and the Caribbean because of 

their insufficient capacity for control.22 

 Researchers point to many factors that 

contribute to the proliferation of border walls 

and fences. Rosière Stéphane and Reece Jones 

argue that they strengthen the "discontinuity 

lines" between poor and prosperous societies. 

Security threats, global terrorism, and smuggling 

are other reasons to explain the acceleration of 
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the construction of border barriers. Countries 

also build them to prevent unwanted migration. 

To exemplify, during the refugee crisis of 2015-

2016 in Europe, some countries on the Balkan 

route such as Greece, North Macedonia, and 

Hungary built barriers on the borders.23 Also, 

amid discussions that Europe would face an 

influx of Afghan refugees after the Taliban 

seized power in Afghanistan in the summer of 

2021, Greece completed the construction of a 

40-kilometer wall along its border with Turkey24 

and recently declared that it seeks funds from the 

EU to extend it by another 80 kilometers.25 

Belarus's incendiary activities in driving 

thousands of migrants to the EU's eastern border 

have triggered a new debate. In October 2021, 

12 EU member states called the Commission to 

finance barriers “as a matter of priority.” Among 

these countries, Lithuania has almost finished 

the construction of a barrier on its 678-kilometer 

border with Belarus.26 In short, “[r]ather than 

relics of a bygone era, menacing border walls 

and steel fences have become renovated fortified 

manifestations of (real or imagined) sovereign 

control.”27 
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2. Shifting Borders, Remote Control and Selectivity 

In addition to visible walls and fences on the 

borders which are crucial for the states to control 

unwanted migration and separate the wealthy 

from the poor, a striking new trend has emerged: 

the rise of invisible borders. Defining this new 

paradigm as “shifting borders,” Ayelet Shachar 

elaborates that “[t]he border has broken free of 

the map; it may extend well beyond the edge of 

a territory or well into its interior.”28 The main 

purpose of these invisible borders is to “push the 

border out” as far as possible from the territory 

of the state.29 Adopted by governments 

worldwide, it entails screening individuals at the 

beginning of their journeys as well as at other 

checkpoints along the route. Hence, the shifting 

borders facilitate the control and monitoring of 
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migrants and undesired mobility before they 

reach the traditional borders of the state.30 

2.1. Visa Policies and Visa Waiver 

Agreements 

Because forced return (refoulement) at the 

border has increasingly become risky and 

unpleasant, governments applied "remote 

control."31 Otherwise, as the UK Home Office 

unequivocally states, it “can be too late” before 

they reach their shores.32 For this purpose, states 

instrumentalize visa policies to initiate border 

control far beyond their borders. Using visa 

policies as a sorting instrument, states can 

differentiate between wanted and unwanted 

visitors and migrants.33 It is the “remote control” 

of mobility implemented by states to create some 

obstacles such as visa application, visa fees, 

consular appointments, and interviews for 

undesirable mobility.34   

On the other hand, states execute visa waiver 

agreements, allowing anybody with a 

"trustworthy" passport to travel without a visa.35  

This selectivity has a significant impact on 

people's freedom of movement since it provides 

mobility for some while immobilizing others. 

According to some, the concept of the “War on 

Terror” introduced after 9/11 reshaped the 

balance between freedom and security in favor 

of the latter in terms of people’s mobility. For 

this selectivity, receiving states try to determine 

“safe” and “risky” travelers based on risk praxis. 

In risk assessment, they focus on the “real 

intention” of visa applicants and try to 

understand whether they would overstay or 

return.36 It is because many irregular immigrants 

residing in OECD countries have reached their 

target country through legal procedures but 

overstayed their permitted term.37 Moreover, in 

this selection, various threats from risks of 

organized crime and terrorism to threats to the 

welfare system are taken into account. In some 

cases, nationality is more decisive in risk 

assessment than individual characteristics.38 

According to Eric Neumayer’s empirical 

analysis, economic condition (per capita 

income) and political freedom in a country, 

bilateral economic relations, and cultural, 
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regional and Commonwealth ties all have an 

impact on the international visa regime.39 

On the other hand, as a consequence of increased 

mobility, visa-waiver agreements have become 

crucial in facilitating mobility.40 Visa-waiver 

programs help states overcome the two 

contradictory demands of globalization: the 

acceleration of border crossing for desired 

mobility and the restriction of undesired 

movement. Those who are allowed to travel 

without a visa are treated with "generalized 

trust" while others are scrutinized more closely 

by the receiving country.41 Neumayer’s research 

shows that OECD countries prefer to impose 

visa restrictions on non-OECD countries while 

benefiting from visa agreements. They mostly 

put restrictions on countries exporting refugees, 

illegal immigrants, and visa-overstayers. 42 

Relying on a database that contains the visa 

waiver regulations of over 150 countries, Mau et 

al. examine how visa waiver policies changed 

between 1969 and 2010. They discovered that 

visa-free travel grew on average since 1969. The 

study reveals that whereas citizens from OECD 

countries could travel to many countries across 

the world without a visa, citizens of non-OECD 

countries did not have such an opportunity. 

Additionally, there was another division 

between these two groups; as people from 

Europe and the Americas obtained global 

mobility rights, while those from Oceania and 

Asia were left out. The study also shows that 

citizens of countries in Africa lost their mobility 

rights over time. Furthermore, after the 

harmonization of visa policies of EU countries 

in 2001, they have a unified list of countries for 

citizens who need a visa to enter the EU and it 

has strengthened the intra-EU policy-making 

process. The former Eastern Bloc countries, 

which are now the member states of the EU, are 

the winners of this process as they increased 

their mobility rights. Conversely, this 

harmonization may weaken the relations of EU 

countries with African nations. Data show that 

former colonial countries and politically 

unstable Middle Eastern states have lost their 

visa exemptions over the years. As a result, there 
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has been a growth in the global mobility divide 

since 1969, fueling inequality in mobility rights 

between the populations of the Global North and 

the Global South.43 

Comparing visa waiver policies of the US and 

Austria, Heike Brabandt and Steffen Mau 

demonstrate that economic reasons and security 

concerns are significant determinants in the 

termination of visa-waiver agreements. For this 

reason, even if there are some wealthy Middle 

Eastern countries, all Middle Eastern nations are 

subject to visa requirements in both the EU and 

the US (in the case of the EU, Israel is excluded 

from this rule). They also mark the importance 

of the quality of democracy and highlight that a 

high degree of trust based on "alikeness" appears 

to be an essential prerequisite for shaping visa 

waiver policies. In sum, they put forward that 

states thought to be prone to terrorism and poor 

countries of the Global South have been 

removed from the list of the privileged.44 

Especially liberal states prefer to increase border 

security by shifting migration controls to 

locations far away from their borders to avoid 

obligations to refugees and human rights.45 In 

addition to visa policies, another trend in 

extraterritorial migration control is the 

admission procedures and checkpoints prior to 

boarding an aircraft or ship in the country of 

departure.  Lena Laube and Andreas Müller 

define this type of delegation as “privatization” 

and mention that the responsibility of control is 

undertaken by visa agencies and airline and 

transport companies instead of consulates or 

migration authorities of the target country. The 

destination countries impose sanctions on these 

agencies if they let passengers enter the country 

without necessary travel documents. In such 

cases, they may be responsible for the costs of 

passengers’ return.46 

Some liberal states expand their border-control 

activities overseas to prevent threats and 

unwanted migration.47 For example, as one of 

the major destinations for irregular migrants, 

Germany deploys its officers at the airports of 

Greece to prevent asylum seekers from arriving 
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in its territory.48 During the COVID-19 

pandemic, Canada shifted its border control to 

gateways mainly in Europe and Asia. Similarly,  

over six hundred United States Customs and 

Border Protection personnel as well as 

agricultural specialists work in airports across 

the world on any given day, screening millions 

of travelers before their departure for the US. 

Thus, controlling the mobility of people begins 

“elsewhere,” rather than at the real border of the 

country. This concept is outlined in US official 

documents stating that it is better to “identify and 

address threats at the earliest possible point.”49 

We keep in mind that the shifting borders not 

only extend sovereign power beyond the 

physical borders of the country but also 

penetrate the interior.  At trains, ferries, or 

checkpoints on highways, law enforcement 

officers can check migrants and passengers and 

ask them to show proof of their legal status. 

Government surveillance of mobility, which was 

formerly limited to checkpoints at the physical 

border, is increasingly spreading throughout the 

country.50  

2.2. Migration Diplomacy 

In terms of control of externalization, states 

resort to agreements with third countries and 

“migration diplomacy.” There has been an 

increase in the search for international 

cooperation to include transit countries in the 

management of migration since the early 

1990s.51 These countries are expected to prevent 

unwanted transit migration. For instance, Italy's 

cooperation with Libya and Tunisia before the 

fall of the regimes in these countries was critical 

to the EU's immigration control. Accordingly, 

the EU has adopted several readmission 

agreements with transit countries. Such 

agreements, when combined with the "safe third 

country" rule, facilitate the deportation of 

undesired migrants. 52 

The EU uses the visa policy as an instrument in 

exchange for a readmission agreement as part of 

its migration diplomacy with several countries, 

such as Turkey, Morocco, and Moldova. 
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However, despite the long-term negotiations on 

visa facilitation, among these countries, only 

Moldova could reach an agreement with the 

EU.53 The “visa suspension mechanism” was 

established in 2014 after 10 years of cooperation 

and Moldovan citizens can now enter the EU 

without applying for a visa. Because transit 

migration was not a significant part of the EU-

Moldovan negotiations,  it was relatively easy to 

reach a solution on visa facilitation. On the other 

hand, because of the high rate of irregular 

migration flow from Morocco to European 

countries, Morocco has been concerned about its 

expected responsibility to obstruct migration 

routes and the cost of taking back foreigners and 

its own citizens. Lastly, considered a hard 

bargainer, Turkey has provided assistance to the 

EU's border management on the one hand, and 

negotiated for financial and political benefits on 

the other.54 In this context, in the aftermath of the 

2015 refugee crisis in Europe, the EU-Turkey 

Statement of 18 March 2016 was announced.55 

Although this deal stipulates visa liberalization 

for Turkish citizens, it seems unlikely to be 

implemented due to a long list of conditions 

Turkey has to fulfill.56 

In a similar manner, Denmark passed a law in 

June 2011 that allows the transfer of asylum 

seekers from the Danish territory to partner 

countries and thus to process asylum claims 

outside Europe.57 Last year, Denmark signed an 

agreement with Rwanda on asylum and has 

recently initiated talks with Rwanda to relocate 

asylum seekers.58 Likewise, in April 2022, the 

United Kingdom and Rwanda agreed to send 

asylum seekers to Rwanda. Under the 

agreement, people whose asylum claims are 

accepted by the authorities in Rwanda will be 

able to stay there. In return, the UK will 

contribute up to $157 million (€144 million) to 

this project. In June 2022, courts in the UK 

rejected the recent appeals of advocates of 

immigration rights and labor unions. Following 

the last-minute injunctions of the European 

Court of Human Rights (ECHR) to stop 

deportation proceedings, Britain had to cancel 

the first flight to take asylum seekers to 
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Rwanda.59 But after the ECHR's injunctions, the 

British government began working on a draft 

law in which the interim measures of Strasbourg 

would not be binding and the Supreme Court 

would retain the final jurisdiction.60 Such 

pursuits and initiatives, which bring about many 

human rights violations, prove that sovereignty 

still maintains its importance for states. 
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3. Smart Borders and Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) 

There has been a considerable shift in the 

manner of border control as a result of technical 

progress and the availability of new technologies 

for the identification and surveillance of persons. 

On the one hand, new technologies such as light 

detection, drones, and border surveillance 

systems make the detection of border crossings 

possible without the presence of border guards. 

On the other hand, biometrics, e-gates, and 

technology-based entry/exit systems are 

employed for identification, selectivity, and 

surveillance.61 

The creation of smart borders is an important 

milestone because it allows authorities to 

facilitate and restrict mobility simultaneously. 

Governments can now collect biometric data 

from fingerprints and face recognition to track 

cross-border mobility.62 As an example of 

"smart gates", Australia has launched an 

automated biometric border control system that 

allows paperless boarding based on facial 

recognition at Perth International Airport.63 

Similarly, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, 

UAE introduced the “Smart Tunnel” at Dubai 
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International Airport. When passengers walk 

through the “Smart Tunnel,” a biometric 

recognition system enables travelers to complete 

passport control in a short time without any 

human intervention. Furthermore, new 

biometric technology was launched in 2021 and 

has been already deployed at 122 smart gates to 

remove the requirement for identity documents. 

Using facial and iris-recognition technology, it 

creates a contactless system and helps 

passengers finish the procedures in a few 

seconds. 64 

Some governments use travel information 

systems, such as the European Travel 

Information and Authorization System (ETIAS), 

ESTA (in the US), ETA (in Australia), and eTA 

(in Canada), which require travelers’ 

information before travel.65 The Eurodac system 

constitutes another example, which is applied by 

the EU member states to gather and share 

fingerprints from irregular migrants and asylum 

seekers. Nina Amelung discusses the role of the 

Eurodac database in terms of "crimmigration," 

namely, “the convergence of crime control and 

immigration management.”66 

Dennis Broeders and James Hampshire 

emphasize that digital borders have a 

considerable continuity before and after 9/11 and 

can be better understood as an advancement and 

continuation of the logic of the “remote control.” 

Used by Aristide Zolberg, this phrase describes 

how states project their immigration control 

procedures overseas in order to detect and 

process potential immigrants before reaching 

their territory.67 In addition to visa requirements 

as a tool of remote control, the Schengen 

Information System (SIS) was in the progress 

before 9/11. Thanks to these technologies, 

“distinct processes of pre-emptive mobility 

governance” have become possible.68 They 

classify it into three groups: “black-, green- and 

grey-listing.” In this classification, “black-

listing,” is used to eliminate “immigration 

offenders” and criminal and terrorist suspects. 

The purpose of the “green-listing” is to expedite 

the border passage of desired passengers 
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whereas grey-listing uses passenger data and risk 

profiles to target actions on passengers who have 

certain risk criteria. “The aim is to create 

seamless, not hermetically sealed, borders.”69 

Moreover, Broeders and Hampshire argue that 

digitization on the borders should also be 

considered in the context of domestic politics 

about immigration.  For example, immigration 

has been increasingly visible and politicized in 

Europe in the last decades. The governments 

have been under significant pressure to act on the 

immigration issue and most importantly “to be 

seen to be acting to ‘better’ manage their 

borders.”70 Therefore, “[t]he adoption of high-

tech border controls can be understood in terms 

of their instrumental and symbolic value for 

governments eager to persuade their electorates 

that they have immigration ‘under control’.”71 In 

sum, on the one hand, governments benefit from 

biometrics and ICTs as an instrument to make 

border management safer and more effective. On 

the other hand, digitization is appealing because 

of its symbolic role in comforting a suspicious 

public and fighting anti-immigrant campaigners 

who criticize governments for failing to manage 

their borders.72  
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4. Surveillance and Shifting Borders in the COVID-19 Pandemic 

With the outbreak and spread of COVID-1973, 

the focus of surveillance techniques has shifted 

from monitoring irregular migrants to everyone, 

including citizens.74 The Prime Minister of 

Israel, Benjamin Netanyahu declared that they 

would exert “all means” to prevent the spread of 

the virus, “including technological means, 

digital means, and other means that until today I 

have refrained from using among the civilian 

population.”75 Some leaders from Hungary to 

the Philippines to Zimbabwe exploited the 

pandemic and adopted emergency regulations to 

strengthen their executive powers and suppress 

opposition.76 As a country severely affected by 

the pandemic, Italy used biotechnology 

developed by China at airports, public 

transportation systems, schools, and shopping 

malls. Hence, the pandemic has legitimized and 

normalized the usage of these surveillance 

systems in everyday life.77 

In the first wave of the pandemic, 15 European 

countries78 imposed border checks to stop non-
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essential cross-border mobility, including EU+ 

passport holders. Europe introduced the EU 

Digital COVID certificate at the supranational 

level beginning from July 1, 2021. The 

certificate includes a QR code and serves as 

digital proof to show whether a person has a 

negative test result, has been vaccinated, or 

recovered from the virus.  In addition to 

supranational and national borders, many 

countries have also expanded measures at the 

local level based on regions, states, or provinces. 

For instance, in Germany, Italy, France, and 

Spain, authorities implemented intra-state 

mobility bans and lockdowns.79 

In the following months, to avoid lockdowns, 

restore the economy, and encourage people to 

get vaccinated, states introduced a QR code to be 

able to participate in a variety of activities.80 

Through negative test results and vaccination 

certificates, “governments have shifted the 

regulation of mobility from the international, 

national, and sub-national border to the 

perimeter of shops, salons, and cultural 

institutions.”81 

 Consequently, relying on the recent changes 

during the COVID-19 pandemic in terms of 

global mobility policies, Ayelet Shachar and 

Aaqib Mahmood reveal how borders have 

shifted and mobility has become under 

surveillance through travel bans, pre-arrival 

negative test results, testing and vaccination 

requirements, QR codes, and surveillance of 

quarantine restrictions. Reminding us of Michel 

Foucault’s (1979) discussion on the body, 

surveillance and control, they state that the 

border has stretched not only to the outward and 

inward of a country but also “shifted onto the 

body itself.”82 
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Conclusion 

Far from the predictions of the demise of the 

state or borderless world discussed mainly by 

post-Westphalian theorists following the fall of 

the Berlin Wall, we observe the number of 

border walls is increasing across the world. 

Furthermore, we witness multidirectional 

shifting borders and a rapid expansion of 

“‘portable’ legal barriers” that arise anywhere 

but are imposed selectively.83 

States respond to the new challenges emerging 

from the increasing mobility, irregular 

migration, and security concerns in the 

globalized world. In addition to constructing 

walls and fences to provide security for their 

territorial boundaries, governments have 

adjusted to the new circumstances by 

externalizing their border controls through 

admission policies and visa-waiver 

agreements.84 As another instrument of extra-

territorial migration control, some states use 

financial incentives and readmission agreements 

with origin or transit countries.85 Additionally, 

“smart borders” facilitate border controls 
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through biometric data and surveillance 

systems.86 Therefore, all these measures and 

actions show that the emphasis on sovereignty 

has been strengthened and states do not lose their 

control over territory, on the contrary, as 

Schachar emphasizes, they reinvent territory 

through shifting borders.87 

The changing concept of border security brings 

along various debates. In these developments, 

borders play a crucial role as “sorting engines.”88 

Stéphane Rosière and Reece Jones suggest that 

fortified borders strengthen “discontinuity lines” 

between poor and prosperous countries.89 Visa 

requirements and visa-waiver agreements have 

deepened selectivity and the inequality of 

mobility rights.90 Although smart borders and 

ICTs are technologies enabling the border 

security of states safer and more efficient,91 they 

deserve to be discussed in terms of privacy of 

personal information as well as increasing 

surveillance and control. Also, public and 

private cooperation in border security and ICTs 

raise data security and accountability issues. 

As Shachar and Mahmood describe, the shifting 

border consists of legal portals, surveillance 

tools, and AI-based technology. Hence, borders 

are not fixed in time and place and control of 

mobility is no longer limited to international 

crossings. Through sophisticated technologies, 

authorities are now capable of monitoring and 

tracking travelers before and after their arrival 

by expanding the border both outwards and 

inwards.92 We observe that the pandemic has 

contributed to this trend just as did the 

proliferation of surveillance technology after 

9/11. Once it's in use, it may be difficult to 

constrain this technology providing 

governments “‘see-all’ eyes.”93 As a 

consequence, whereas the territorial borders 

were considered once as the unit of analysis for 

migration and mobility control, in today’s world 

“it is gradually grafting onto the body itself.”94 

Today, we can envision a future where bodies 

will replace travel documents and tickets.95 
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